
 
 

Working in the Library Quick-Sheet 
 

 
1. Check-out 

 Login to library circulation system 

 Click on Circulation, then Check-out 

 Type in student number and hit Enter or 

 Type in student name and hit Find Patron 

 Click on patron name 

 Scan book barcode 

 De-sensitize spine 

2. Check-in 

 Click on Circulation, then Check-in 

 Scan barcode 

 Sensitize spine & put books on shelving cart in order 

3. Shelving Fiction 

 Fiction is shelved alphabetically by the first 3 letters of the author’s last name 

4. Shelving Non-Fiction 

 Non-Fiction is shelved numerically using the Dewey Decimal Classification system 

5. Shelving Easy Fiction 

 Easy fiction is shelved alphabetically by the first 3 letters of the author’s last name 

 Spine labels start with an E (meaning Easy) followed by the first 3 letters of the author’s 

name 

 Easy Fiction is located along the back wall to the left of the display case 

6. Graphic Novels 

 Graphic novels have no letters or numbers, but the red genre sticker Graphic Novels 

 They are shelved randomly, or with their series, at the end of the Fiction 

7. Shelving Magazines 

 Magazines are arranged alphabetically on the display unit by the sofas 

 Current issues are in red plastic folders and do not circulate 

 Back issues can be borrowed using brown magazine circulating envelopes located at the 

circ desk 

8. Spinners (paperbacks) 

 Paperbacks with genre stickers only are shelved on the spinners to the right of the main 

entrance 

 Paperbacks here are shelved by genre; each arm of each spinner being assigned a specific 

genre (eg. Mystery, Fantasy) 

9. DVDs and Videos 

 DVDs and Videos are to be checked out to teachers only 

 DVDs and Videos are to be shelved by Ms. Cameron only 

 DVDs and Videos are located behind the circ desk 

10. Reference Books and Encyclopedias 

 Reference books are located behind the circ desk 

 They may be checked out by students with Ms. Cameron’s permission 


